
PRICE AND SPECIFICATION LIST

Seven 420 CUP - 2.0 Duratec naturally aspirated - 210bhp - Factory built ⬜ £54,990

⬜ £2,500

Standard size chassis with dedion rear ⬛

Limited-slip differential ⬛

6-speed sequential transmission ⬛

Bilstein race suspension with fully-adjustable dampers with ten stiffness settings ⬛

Dry sump ⬛

Track day exhaust ⬛

Quick ratio steering rack ⬛

Uprated brake master cylinder ⬛

Uprated ventilated brakes with quad piston calipers ⬛

13" Black Apollo alloy wheels with 8" wide rears and Avon ZZR tyres ⬛

620-style dashboard - carbon with finish ⬛

Bespoke CUP dials finished in red ⬛

Composite padded seats with bespoke CUP embroidery ⬛

Carbon vinyl tunnel top with red Alcantara trimmed gaitor ⬛

Suede MOMO steering wheel with quick release ⬛

Schroth 6-point race harnesses ⬛

Composite aeroscreen ⬛

Component finish - Black ⬛

Carbon vinyl boot cover (metal boot cover with race cage) ⬛

420 CUP nosecone ⬛

Mesh grill with painted 7 logo ⬛

Composite cycle wings and rear wings ⬛

LED rear lights clusters ⬛

Sequential shift lights ⬛

Track day roll bar ⬛

Centrally mounted fuel filler cap ⬛

Battery master cut-off switch ⬛

420 CUP translucent satin decals ⬛

Choice of four standard paint finishes ⬛

MODELS

FACTORY OPTIONS

Large chassis

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Key: ⬛ Standard - ⬜ £XX Optional (please circle/tick) - N/A Not applicable
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⬜ £500

⬜ £400

⬜ £600

⬜ £900

⬜ £450

⬜ £0

⬜ £450

⬜ £1,500

⬜ £2,150

⬜ £2,600

⬜ £150

⬜ £1,200

⬜ £1,600

⬜ £450

⬜ £500

⬜ £500

⬜ £700

⬜ £900

⬜ £1,150

⬜ £800

⬜ £90

⬜ £150

VBOX

⬜ £1,506

⬜ £3,018

ADDITIONAL

⬜ £600

Plumbed-in Fire Extinguisher

Track day roll cage

Sport roll cage

Aero wishbones

TRACK

Lowered floors

EXTERIOR

Front cycle wings - Carbon-fibre - Exposed weave

Seats - Heated carbon with padding

Heater

Side screen armrests

INTERIOR

Race roll cage

WEATHER PROTECTION

Aeroscreen - Carbon fibre

Full windscreen hood & side screens (in lieu of aeroscreen)

Full weather equipment with interchangeable composite aeroscreen

Full weather equipment with interchangeable carbon aeroscreen

Seats - Carbon with padding

Avon ZZS tyres (in lieu of standard Avon ZZR tyres)

VBOX Lite with 2 x cameras and OLED screen

VBOX HD2 with 2 x HD cameras and OLED screen

* Tool kit designed specifically to tackle the job of building a Seven. It includes tools required to construct and maintain a Seven with a number of devices 

not found in typical tool sets.

Front cycle wings - Carbon-fibre - Painted

Rear cycle wings - Carbon-fibre - Exposed weave

Rear cycle wings - Carbon-fibre - Painted

High intensity headlights with LED side lights

Clear lens pack (front and side repeaters)

Indicator pods - Carbon

Tool kit*
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⬛

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜ £750

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜ £1,000

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜

⬜ £2,000

⬜

Standard - fully painted vehicle

Gravity Black

Exocet Red

PAINT

Ultraviolet

Ballistic Orange

Peppermint Green

Polar White

Exclusive paint

Viper Blue

Vintage Green

Firecracker Yellow

Premium paint

Hyper Green

Gulf Blue

Black Grey

Dark Silver

Riviera Blue

Volcano Red

Arancio Argos

Detonator Yellow

Crystaline White

Paint code___________________

Painted roll bar/cage

Name________________________________________

ADDITIONAL PAINT & DECALS

Nardo Grey

Acid Green

Custom paint**

Name________________________________________Paint code__________________

*Please be aware that due to the nature of the bare aluminium it will attract marks very easily which cannot be repaired, these may be 

present at point of delivery due to the build process which is unfortunately unavoidable. Please speak to a member of our sales team 

should you require more information.

**We are happy to paint your Caterham® in any major motor manufacturers colour so long as you are able to provide a paint code to 

ensure we get the correct colour. Please be aware that certain colours require specific materials and processes to produce which may 

increase the build time and cost of this option. Some colours can be difficult to repair so may not be recommended. 

⬜ £500

Painted 7 grille
⬛

Name________________________________________Paint code___________________
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⬜ £1,700

⬜ £1,200

⬜ £600

⬜ £400

⬜ £300

⬜ £150

⬜ £170

⬜ £1,000

⬜ £1,000

⬜ £300

⬜ £500

⬜ £600

⬜ £400

⬛ £1,000

SIGNATURE INTERIOR OPTIONS

Signature design leather interior

includes seats, sidescreen armrests* and tunnel top gaitors trimmed in fine Muirhead 

Leather with the 7 roundel embroidered on the seatbacks

Stitching design: ⬜ Diamond  ⬜ Fluted  ⬜ Sport

Stitching colour (including embroidered roundel):_________________________________

Signature seats trimmed in choice of fine Muirhead including embroidered 7 roundel 

on seat back

Stitching design: ⬜ Diamond  ⬜ Fluted  ⬜ Sport

Stitching colour:___________________________________ Code ___________________

Seat colour: ______________________________________ Code ___________________

Code_________________

Seat and armrest colour: _____________________________________________________ Code_________________

Tunnel top primary colour: ___________________________________________________ Code_________________

Tunnel top gaitor colour:_____________________________________________________ Code_________________

Tunnel top trimmed in choice of fine Muirhead leather

Leather colour: ___________________________________ Code ___________________

Gearbox and handbrake gaitors trimmed in choice of fine Muirhead leather

Leather colour: ___________________________________ Code ___________________

Coloured seat piping from a range of colours**

Piping colour: ____________________________________ Code ___________________

Embroidered 7 Roundel on seat back

Stitching colour: __________________________________ Code ___________________

Leather colour: ___________________________________ Code ___________________

Armrests trimmed in choice of fine Muirhead leather

Leather colour: ___________________________________ Code ___________________

Carbon side and rear panels

Side panels trimmed in choice of fine Muirhead leather

Leather colour: ___________________________________ Code ___________________

Colour: _________________________________________ Code ___________________

* Requires armrests to be specified ** Requires Signature leather seats
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⬜ £600

⬜ £150

⬜ £75

⬜ £150

⬜ £500

13" Apollo alloy wheels (6" front and 8" rear) - Painted single-tone ⬜ £700

Paint name: ______________________________________________

13" Apollo alloy wheels (6" front and 8" rear) - Painted two-tone ⬜ £1,000

Rim - Paint name: _________________________________________

Centre - Paint name: _______________________________________

Muirhead leather colours Chassis and stitching colours

RAL 8017 Brown

Beige

Painted headlight bowls

Colour: _________________________________________ Code ___________________

Painted pedal box cover

SIGNATURE EXTERIOR OPTIONS

620 style nosecone

WHEELS & TYRES

COLOUR OPTIONS

GP001 - Black

GP037 - Buffalo Grey

CG018 - Sable

Code ___________________

Code ___________________

Code ___________________

Chassis and wishbones powdercoated in customer colour

Colour: _________________________________________ Code ___________________

Colour: _________________________________________ Code ___________________

Painted cam cover (not available on 170)

Colour: _________________________________________ Code ___________________
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Surname

Postcode

Postcode

Mobile phone

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Salesman:

C/N:

Paint code:

S/O:

W/O:

A/C:

B/W:

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

CUSTOMER DETAILS

Title First name

Please sign to confirm that you have read and agreed to abide by the terms and conditions printed 

herewith and that you agree to enclose a deposit of £3,000.

SIGNATURE

DATE

Please note that your second deposit of £6,000 will be due approximately twelve

weeks before your car is scheduled to be manufactured. The balance of your account is payable 

prior to delivery/collection.

Address

Delivery address (if different from above)

Daytime phone

Email address

TOTAL COST

£
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